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Cleopatra, the last active ruler of the Ptolemaic Kingdom of Egypt, continues to
fascinate people with her legendary beauty, intelligence, and captivating charm.
Throughout history, her story has been embellished and distorted, making it
difficult to separate fact from fiction. In her masterpiece book, "Cleopatra: Fact
And Fiction", acclaimed Egyptologist Barbara Watterson takes us on a
captivating journey to unveil the truth about the life of Cleopatra and dispel
common misconceptions. This article summarizes some of the fascinating
findings explored in Watterson's book. Strap in and prepare to discover the real
Cleopatra!

The Enigmatic Queen:

Cleopatra is often portrayed as a seductress, using her charm to manipulate men
and maintain her power. However, Watterson challenges this prevalent narrative,
arguing that Cleopatra's intelligence and political astuteness were key factors in
her rise to power. Cleopatra was fluent in multiple languages, well-versed in
philosophy and mathematics, and possessed a keen understanding of diplomacy.
She utilized her intellect and charisma to form strategic alliances and secure her
authority as a ruler.

Love and Relationships:

One of the most famous aspects of Cleopatra's story is her relationship with
Julius Caesar and Mark Antony. While popular depictions often focus on the



romantic aspects, Watterson unravels the complex dynamics behind these
alliances. Cleopatra saw Caesar and Antony as crucial partners in maintaining
the independence and prosperity of Egypt. Her relationships with them were not
solely based on love but were strategic alliances aimed at fulfilling her political
goals.
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Beauty and Appearance:

Cleopatra's beauty has been widely celebrated, with legends claiming her
physical allure could captivate even the strongest of men. Watterson examines
historical records and argues that while Cleopatra may not have conformed to the
Western ideal of beauty, her charisma and confidence were her true assets.
Cleopatra had a unique charm that emanated from within, captivating those
around her with her wit and intelligence.

Ruler and Strategist:

Cleopatra's reign was marked by political, economic, and cultural revitalization.
Contrary to popular belief, she was not merely an Egyptian queen but a skilled
ruler who implemented progressive policies. Watterson showcases how
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Cleopatra embraced the culture, language, and customs of her kingdom,
deepening her connection with her subjects. She also oversaw innovative
agricultural and economic reforms that improved the lives of the Egyptian people.

Legacy and End:

Cleopatra's legacy extends far beyond her own lifetime. Watterson highlights the
enduring impact of her reign on Egyptian and Western history. The myths and
legends surrounding Cleopatra's death, particularly her alleged suicide by asp
bite, are analyzed critically. While some details of her final moments are lost to
history, Watterson challenges the romanticized notion of a tragic end, shedding
light on the possibility of political motivations behind her death.

:

Barbara Watterson's book, "Cleopatra: Fact And Fiction," offers an intriguing
exploration into the life and legacy of one of history's most enigmatic figures.
Through meticulous research and analysis, Watterson separates fact from fiction
and invites readers to challenge common misconceptions about Cleopatra. This
article merely scratches the surface of the fascinating discoveries awaiting those
who dive into Watterson's captivating work. Prepare to embark on a journey that
will reshape your understanding of Cleopatra – a true queen shrouded in both
fact and fiction.
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Cleopatra is one of the greatest romantic figures in history, the queen of Egypt
whose beauty and allure is legendary. We think we know her story, but our image
of her is largely gleaned from the film starring Elizabeth Taylor or from
Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra. Shakespeare himself was inspired by
Plutarch, who was only sixteen years old when Cleopatra died. So her story was
never based purely on fact.

In the middle of the first century BC, Cleopatra caught the attention of Rome by
captivating the two most powerful Romans of the day, Julius Caesar and Mark
Antony. She outlived both and attempted to suborn a third, her mortal enemy,
Octavius Caesar, the first of the Roman Emperors. Having failed to do so she
destroyed herself.

We can tell that Cleopatra was highly intelligent and politically astute and that she
wielded great power. But Roman histories heaped opprobrium upon her.
Cleopatra’s detractors claimed that she used her feminine wiles to entrap Caesar
and Antony. She came to symbolise the danger of female influence to the safety
of Rome – and indeed to the male-dominated world.

Plutarch observed that Cleopatra’s actual beauty was apparently not in itself so
remarkable. It was the impact of her presence that was irresistible. Cleopatra:
Fact and Fiction sheds fascinating light on the woman behind the image.

The fact that Cleopatra’s legend still burns bright today is proof of Shakespeare’s
description of her as a lady of infinite variety whom custom cannot stale.
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